OfficeSUITE

Nevotek’s smart office solution portfolio providing innovative value-added services, for both small and global enterprises to streamline their communication processes in work environment and increasing the employees efficiency and productivity.

Product Highlights
✓ Scalable up to large global corporate environments with different geographic locations around the world
✓ Integrating with Building and Room Management Systems (BMS/RMS) for controlling the lights, curtains, HVAC, ...
✓ Fire and Emergency alarm notifications integrated with various BMSs over OPC,
✓ Multilanguage support
✓ Enhanced Directory Services with detailed search and direct call options
✓ Adapting for organizational hierarchies with LDAP compliance
✓ Phone Lock / Unlock feature for privacy and for preventing misuse
✓ Various information and XML services on the phones

Smart Office Solutions
✓ MS Exchange integration for contacts and calendar services on desk phones
✓ Ordering services for requesting food and drinks from office cafeteria
✓ Meeting room availability check and booking service
✓ Authorization module to manage user permissions on applications and data
✓ High availability in cluster environment
✓ Flexible to be integrated with any IP based systems having an API or SDK
✓ Web based management and touch screen end user interfaces
✓ Easy extension Mobility by QR Code,
Customizations

✓ Speed dial buttons to access services
✓ Background image / logo
✓ Languages, Services and call rights for the users or for different hierarchy levels
✓ Personal contacts service to list user’s personal phone-book
✓ All directories has detailed and flexible search options and direct call feature

Incoming Call Indicator
✓ This service recognizes incoming calls and displays caller details on the phone

Info Services
✓ Company Guide with image and text content on menus (and sub-menus)
✓ Weather details with forecasts also for multiple cities
✓ Airline and Flight information Service
✓ World Clock, for selected cities
✓ RSS News Services

Broadcast Services
✓ Broadcast services are used for mass communication with group of users in the company (e.g. team, department),
✓ Audio and text message broadcast can be sent by authorized end-users
✓ Messages can be sent to user groups or to hierarchy level in the organization
✓ Sent messages can be re-listened and deleted by the users

Phone Lock / Unlock

✓ User can lock phones to restrict phone calls and services when they are away (emergency numbers work and phone is still open to incoming calls).
✓ Phones are unlocked by users’ pin code QR code or password,
✓ Phones can be locked / unlocked remotely by admin’s and the end users,
✓ Scheduled lock / unlock can also be set for the start and end of working hours

Directory Services

✓ Corporate directory service for internal phone-book lists,
✓ Corporate contacts service to list companies’ frequently called external numbers (e.g. vendors and customers)
✓ Scheduled broadcast message can be set for regularly sent messages

**Order Service**
✓ Employees can see cafeteria menu and give order over the phone
✓ Orders can be sent either to a printer or email recipients at cafeteria

**Personal Calendar**
✓ Allows users to see personal calendars on the phone and schedule meetings
✓ Scheduled meetings can be deleted from the phones

**Environmental Controls for Comfort**
✓ Environmental controls for lights, HVAC curtains and one-touch-scenarios
✓ Various BMS/RMS are integrated via the APIs (e.g. OPC standard is supported)
✓ Energy efficiency options

**Emergency**
✓ Fire alarm integrations with BMS / RMS
✓ Audio, image and text messages can be pushed to the phones in case of a fire alarm or an emergency,

**Meeting Rooms Booking**
✓ Allows users and team to view meeting rooms availability and book a room based on availability over the service
✓ Multiple meeting rooms are supported
✓ Room reservations can be cancelled

**Reminder**
✓ Allows users to set a reminder on a specific date and time
✓ Reminder call is received on the reminder time

**Monthly Bill Summary**
✓ Users can see their monthly usage / bill on the phone service
✓ Flexible quota settings and usage monitoring capabilities

**Idle Services**
✓ Idle screen services for informing employees or to raise awareness with images displayed in rotation when the phones are idle

**Management**
✓ Web based management interface
✓ MS Exchange and Active Directory integrations
✓ Fire Patrol building security services over the phones
About Nevotek

Nevotek empowers its customers by providing unparalleled user experiences to their guests and end-users.

Nevotek with its broad vision and expertise is fully dedicated to provide dynamic, value-added info-tainment solutions bolstered by its distinct position in Cisco Systems’ Technology Partner Program.

Nevotek pivots on advanced technologies of highly programmable unified communications platform in compliance with international standards that results in an innovative product suite addressing the integration needs of different types of customers and by providing unparalleled user experience for their end-users.

Our customers count on our excellence combining benefits of our extensive business expertise with strong industry alliances, ease of use with innovations, and our reliable responsiveness and availability anywhere on five continents and the seven seas.

Contact Us

www.nevotek.com
sales@nevotek.com